WONDER PACK
Materials Included:
- 3 tbsp. table salt
- Yarn
- Snowflake cutout
- Paper
*Will also need 1 cup hot water,
scissors, dish, measuring cup, spoon &
paper towels

Let's Get Started...
Step 1: Make a paper snowflake. Draw a circle
on your paper, cut it out & fold it in half. Fold it
in half two more times. Cut out shapes to
decorate your snowflake. If you don't want to
cut your own, you can use the pre-cut
snowflake in your kit!
Step 2: Make a salt solution. Fill a measuring
cup with 1 cup of hot tap water. Add 3 tbsp. of
table salt, stirring as you add each one. Make
sure all of the salt has dissolved.
Step 3: Place your paper snowflake in a baking
dish or on a plate with high sides.
Step 4: Pour the salt solution over your paper
snowflake, making sure that all surfaces are
covered by the solution.
Step 5: Watch and wait. Growing salt crystals is
all about patience! Leave your snowflake alone
for a few days. You will begin to see the crystals
form as the salt mixture evaporates.
Step 6: When dry, use the yarn to hang your salt
crystal as a decoration!

Snowflake Salt Crystal Fun
- Talk about how snowflakes are
formed. In winter, water vapor in the
atmosphere freezes into ice crystals!
- Talk about how certain elements
dissolve when added to water.
- Watch what happens to your
snowflake over the next few days.
What changes do you see? What
happens to the water? Record your
data on the included sheet!

This activity:
- Develops fine motor skills.
- Uses hand-eye coordination.
- Encourages scientific thinking &
patience!
- Introduces children to the
concept of changes in matter
(salt dissolving in water).
- Teaches children about
symmetry.

WONDER PACK
Observation Sheet
As you watch your snowflake salt crystals form, write down
the changes you are seeing everyday!
Day 1:

Day 2:

Day 3:

Day 4:

Day 5:

How many days did it take for your snowflake salt crystals to form? _______

